ABSTRACT. Let G(z) := (z-A 0 ) Eg!i (1 ~ T~n)(* -r^) where {A" }" GZ is a sequence of real numbers such that |A" -n\ < A for some A > 0 and all «eZ. Extending an obvious property of sin irz to which the function G reduces when A = 0 we show that G "A y is bounded by a constant independent of n. The result is then applied to a problem concerning derivative sampling in one and several variables.
1. Introduction.
1.1
The main result. Sampling theorems deal with the reconstruction of a function/ from its values and possibly those of some of its derivatives at an infinite sequence of points {A n }" G z called nodes. Assuming that the infinite product ( 
1) G(z):=(z-A 0 )f[(l-f)(l-^)
converges uniformly on all compact subsets of C the function L n {z) := G/(A G ff_ A ) vanishes at all the nodes except X n where it takes the value 1. Then F(z) := E^i_oo/(A w )Z/ W (z) is defined at least at the points A" and/(A w ) = F(X n ) for all n. Clearly,/ may not agree with F at any other point, i.e., in general, the formula (2) f(z)= £/(A")- cannot hold for all z G C or even for all z6R. However, (2) does hold under appropriate conditions on {A w }" € z and on/ (see for example [7] , [8] ). As regards the nodes, they are usually assumed (see [1] , [4] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [11] in addition to [7] , [8] ) to satisfy (3) X n eR, \X n -n\ <A and also |\ n +j -X n \ > S > 0 for n G TJ G Z \ {0} whenever A > \. In the special case X n = n (for all n G Z) the function G reduces to sin 7rz which has several characteristic properties. Proofs of (2) and certain other related formulae are based on the observation that these properties are more or less preserved when the sequence {A"} is allowed to Then for any given k €Nwe can find a constant Q such that for each n G {±1, ±2,...} (10) <c k for all N > N"j where N n^ is a positive integer depending on n and on k.
NOTE. A prime affixed to the summation (product) sign as in E'dl') indicates that the index of summation (product) does not take the value zero. REMARK 2. Let \ n = n for all n G Z so that G N (z) := zn'"=-N (l -^). It can be easily seen that sup,^^G/, x \| is larger than \n(2N +1) and so goes to +oo as N -• > oo. The same example can be used to show that for no given k > 2 the quantity
remams bounded as N -> oo. In other words, it is not true that for some C k depending on k but not on N we have
for all the zeros A" of G#. This makes (9) somewhat more interesting. In addition, he proved THEOREM B [9, THEOREM 5.2] . Let 1 < p < oo and {A"} wGZ a sequence satisfying (3) with Ao = 0 and
Iff is an entire function of exponential type •n belonging to If(K), then
converges uniformly on each bounded subset oj 'C and (2) holds.
Theorem B is important for certain applications; as an example we mention the generalization of the sampling theorem to more than one dimension obtained by P. L. Butzer and G. Hinsen in [4] . Comparing the two preceding theorems it is natural to ask under what condition does the series in (11) converge absolutely. With the help of (9) It is interesting to compare conditions (13) and (13'). 
Note that the set of points {Xj u ...j n : y"i,... J« G Z} has the following structure (see [4, Remark on p. 71]). First we choose points {A,,} on the xi-axis subject to the condition that A 7l E \j\-Aiji+Ai] for all/i £ Z. Through the points {A/,} we draw lines parallel to the *2-axis. On each of these lines we choose points {Ay li/2 } satisfying |(Ay,y 2 ) 2 -7*21 < A2 for ally 1 ,72 € Z. If« > 3 we continue by drawing through the points {Ay, j 2 } lines parallel to the X3-axis and choose on them points {Ay,y 2 y 3 } such that |(A /1J/2J/3 )3 -731 < A3 for all j\ J2J3 £ Z. This procedure for choosing the coordinates of {Xj u ..j"} one after the other goes on until all of them have been determined. The following alternative notation
would therefore be more indicative as regards the structure of the set {Ay, Jn : j\,... J" e Z}-As an application of the absolute convergence of the series (16) we present: 
where with <!>.,.,.(•; 0 as in (18) 
The series (21) 
PROOF. Since the sequence {-A_"} M( =z also satisfies the condition of the lemma it is enough to prove (22)-(24) for n > 0. By assumption X n = n + 6 n where \8 n \ < A for all n G Z. Let n > 0 be arbitrary but fixed. Then for N > n + 1,
It is easily seen that
Hence tp"(N) < ma\{D\ tN ,D2^} where
+ («-2) and so D 2 JJ < 6 for all large N. It follows that <p"(N) < 10 for each given n provided N is sufficiently large. In order to prove (23) we note that
Finally, if A: > 3 then
and so (24) holds.
The next lemma will be needed for the proof of Theorem 2.
LEMMA 2. Let ^^ be the function defined in (14) . Then The following formula for the /-th derivative of the reciprocal of a function will also be needed for the proof of Theorem 2. The following lemmas will be needed for the proof of Theorem 3. It follows that X " is also a polynomial of degree k -1 in the quantities (26) and we may apply Lemma 1 to complete the proof of Theorem 1'.
y^-AT
• REMARK 6. We wish to point out that in Theorem 1 the restriction on A can be considerably relaxed. Inequality (9) remains true if A is arbitrary but fixed and lA^y-A,,! > <5>0 for neZ, j e Z \ {0}.
For the proof of Theorem 1 we used (6), (8) (z-A")(G'(A"))"
We note that for |«| > no + 2,
and so from (6), (7) and (8) Again here the series converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of the z 2 -plane. Substituting the right hand side of (30) for jgrf(\\(j\\ z 2,... ,z") in (29) and using the absolute convergence of the two series we obtain 00 00 m l -\m 2 This latter series not only converges absolutely but also uniformly on compact subsets of (zj-plane) x (z 2 -plane) by Lemma 9 and Remark 7. Repeatedly applying Theorem 2 followed by Lemma 9 and Remark 7 as above we obtain the desired representation (21).
•
